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Bejewelled by Tiffany, 1837-1987 2006-01-01 this catalogue covers around 200 pieces of jewellery dating from the
1850s to the 1980s products of the american company tiffany co the essays chart the early years of the store its
transformation into a world leader and its re establishment as a worldwide brand after 1945
Tiffany Desk Treasures 2002 this comprehensive reference provides a history of tiffany the man and of the
wonderful desk sets preduced by tiffany studios and tiffany furnaces describes each pattern illustrates
representative examples and lists the hundreds of known pieces with model numbers and current price ranges 80
colour illustrations
Iwao Takamoto 2009-01-01 iwao takamoto 1925 2007 spent a lifetime in the animation industry and was influential
in the creation of some of the most beloved characters in the medium s history including scooby doo atom ant the
jetsons astro the flintstones great gazoo and the wacky races penelope pittstop and muttley all of whom he
designed iwao takamoto my life with a thousand characters is the story of this legendary american artist told in his
own words takamoto records his experiences growing up in the heart of los angeles as a self described street kid
and his wartime ordeal of being sent to a government internment camp for japanese americans he recalls stories of
how he and his teenaged friends still managed to function as normal teens despite the confinement of manzanar
the book chronicles his career first with the walt disney studios where he worked directly with the famous nine old
men and later for hanna barbera where he was a key artistic force packed with memorable stories of working in
the trenches of two of hollywood s most notable animation studios and filled with photographs and artwork much
of which has never before been published this book is essential for any fan of animation and twentieth century
popular culture
Focus On: 100 Most Popular United States National Film Registry Films 1967 includes feature films yiddish
films newsreels u s army stock films related to israel television shows israeli documentaries religious films and
organizational films
Journal of the University Film Producers Association 1976 jensen provides a definitive portrait of karloff and
his work he traces the star s career and describes in detail the production of all the famous karloff movies
Jewish Films in the United States 1974 renowned photographer harry benson was commissioned especially for this
book his images of ballet florida dancers modeling signature pieces of tiffany jewelry complement the rich
selection of design sketches as well as vintage and contemporary photography much of it from tiffany s
unparalleled archives tiffany style reveals the fascinating history and evolution of design at tiffany co through its
most remarkable creations book jacket
Boris Karloff and His Films 1912 the background music on a film can make or break the audience experience
imagine the shower scene in psycho without the shrieking violins or jaws without the ominous notes thatportend
the shark s attack musical accompaniment helps create atmosphere for the viewer from subtle undertones to
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compositions that heighten the drama in 100 greatest film scores authors matt lawson and laurence e macdonald
consider the finest music produced for cinema since the development of motion picture sound each entry includes
background details about the film biographical information about the composer a concise analysis of the score and
a summary of the score s impact both within the film and on cinematic history among the many films cited here are
iconic scores for the adventures of robin hood a beautiful mind the big country chariots of fire citizen kane edward
scissorhands fargo gonewith the wind the great escape jurassic park king kong lawrence of arabia the lion in
winter north by northwest on the waterfront out of africa the pink panther raiders of the lost ark vertigo and up
arranged alphabetically and featuring a photo of each movies the entries in this volume give the reader insight into
how music functions across a wide spectrum of film genres representing some of the greatest composers in the
history of cinema including elmer bernstein bernard herrmann alfred newman john williams and hans zimmer 100
greatest film scores will be of interest to fans of movie music everywhere
Specimen Book of Printing Types in Use at the Essex Press 2008-09 before breakfast at tiffany s audrey
hepburn was still a little known actress with few film roles to speak of after it indeed because of it she was one of
the world s most famous fashion style and screen icons it was this film that matched her with hubert de givenchy s
little black dress meanwhile truman capote s original novel is itself a modern classic selling huge numbers every
year and its high living author of perennial interest now this little book tells the story of how it all happened how
audrey got the role for which at first she wasn t considered and which she at first didn t want how long it took to
get the script right how it made blake edwards name as a director after too many trashy films had failed to and
how henry mancini s soundtrack with its memorable signature tune moon river completed the irresistible package
this is the story of how one shy uncertain inexperienced young actress was persuaded to take on a role she at first
thought too hard edged and amoral and how it made audrey hepburn into gamine elusive holly golightly in the little
black dress and a star for the rest of her life
Tiffany Style 1960 this is a moving star filled account of one of hollywood s true golden ages as told by a man in
the middle of it all walter mirisch s company has produced some of the most entertaining and enduring classics in
film history including west side story some like it hot in the heat of the night and the magnificent seven his work
has led to 87 academy award nominations and 28 oscars richly illustrated with rare photographs from his personal
collection i thought we were making movies not history reveals mirisch s own experience of hollywood and tells the
stories of the stars emerging and established who appeared in his films including natalie wood john wayne peter
sellers sidney poitier steve mcqueen marilyn monroe and many others with hard won insight and gentle humor
mirisch recounts how he witnessed the end of the studio system the development of independent production and
the rise and fall of some of hollywood s most gifted and notorious cultural icons a producer with a passion for
creative excellence he offers insights into his innovative filmmaking process revealing a rare ingenuity for
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placating the demands of auteur directors weak kneed studio executives and troubled screen sirens from his early
start as a movie theater usher to the presentation of such masterpieces as the apartment fiddler on the roof and
the great escape mirisch tells the inspiring life story of his climb to the highest echelon of the american film
industry this book assures mirisch s legacy as elmore leonard puts it as one of the good guys best books for special
interests selected by the american association of school librarians and best books for general audiences selected
by the public library association
Catalog of Copyright Entries 2018-09-15 an american icon joseph frank buster keaton is easily acknowledged as
one of the greatest filmmakers in early cinema and beyond his elaborate slapstick made audiences scream with
laughter but his stone face hid an internal turmoil in buster keaton cut to the chase biographer marion meade
seamlessly lays out the life and works of this comedy genius who lacked any formal education buster made his
name as a child of vaudeville thrown around the stage by his father in a cartoon pantomime of very real abuse the
lessons he carried forward from that experience translated into some of the greatest silent films of all time keaton
wrote directed performed and edited dozens of features and shorts including his masterpiece the general however
those early scars also led to decades of drinking and mistreatment of women keaton saw huge successes hollywood
sex scandals years of neglect from studios and audiences and finally a shaky resurrection that assured his place in
hollywood s film canon meticulously researched this book brings together four years of research and hundreds of
interviews to paint a nuanced portrait of a compelling artist no comedy fan or film buff should miss this insider
story of the man behind the stone face
100 Greatest Film Scores 1910 in the early days of television many of its actors writers producers and directors
came from radio this crossover endowed the american radio archives with a treasure trove of television documents
the collected scripts span more than 40 years of american television history from live broadcasts of the 1940s to
the late 1980s they also cover the entire spectrum of television entertainment programming including comedies
soap operas dramas westerns and crime series the archives cover nearly 1 200 programs represented by more
than 6 000 individual scripts includes an index of personal names program and episode titles and production
companies as well as a glossary of industry terms
Correct Society Printing for Letterpress Printers 2011-09-25 the antique silver flatware of tiffany co is highly
sought after but the collector is often frustrated by the lack of available information and pictures of patterns and
pieces this guide relates the history of the silver flatware made by others and retailed by tiffany between 1845 and
1876 as well as that designed and made in house between 1869 and 1905 the story is woven into the broader
fabric of the history of flatware in general and gives insights into the complex rituals of eating practised by the
upper strata of society in the 19th century 479 colour 15 b w illustrations
Fifth Avenue, 5 A.M. 2008-04-10 edward c moore 1827 1891 was the creative leader who brought tiffany co to
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unparalleled originality and success during the late nineteenth century a silversmith designer and prodigious
collector moore sought out exceptional objects from around the world which he then used as inspiration for tiffany
s innovative silver designs this informative richly illustrated volume the first study of moore s life collection and
influence presents more than 170 examples from his vast collection ranging from greek and roman glass to spanish
vases islamic metalwork and japanese textiles these are juxtaposed with sixty magnificent silver objects created by
the designers and artisans at tiffany who were inspired by moore s acquisitions included among them are the world
famous bryant vase drawing upon greek examples a love cup featuring ornate saracenic decoration and a chocolate
pot incorporating novel techniques influenced by japanese ceramics and lacquerware the illuminating texts have
been enriched by groundbreaking research into contemporary sources such as newspapers and periodicals the
tiffany co archives and a newly identified technical manual and supervisor s diaries all of which provide an intimate
look at the firm s design processes and moore s role in shaping them a valuable contribution to the history of
american decorative arts collecting inspiration illuminates both the legendary tiffany aesthetic and the legacy of a
significant collector designer and entrepreneur of the gilded age
I Thought We Were Making Movies, Not History 2014-04-01 the intelligent person s guide to the movies with more
than 2 800 reviews look up a movie in this guide and chances are you ll find yourself reading on about the next
movie and the next pauline kael s reviews aren t just provocative they re addictive these brief informative reviews
written for the goings on about town section of the new yorker provide an immense range of listings a masterly
critical history of american and foreign film this is probably the only movie guide you ll want to read for the sheer
pleasure of it
Buster Keaton: Cut to the Chase 2009-10-21 this is the first complete biography of actress peg entwistle known as
the hollywood sign girl because of her suicide fall from the hollywoodland sign in 1932 it details her childhood
stage and film career marriage and divorce and her suicide and almost cult like pop culture status today
extensively researched and written with the complete cooperation of the entwistle family this work includes
excerpts from interviews with peg entwistle s brother milton and her cousin helen reid both of whom recalled
much of peg s years living in hollywood her career and private life and her final weeks it also features many of peg
entwistle s own words from extant letters to her family and newly discovered interviews with theatrical reporters
nearly 30 previously unpublished images from the author s collection the entwistle family and a number of other
sources complete an intimate look at a life that was defined by far more than its famously unhappy end
Television Series and Specials Scripts, 1946-1992 1999 on october 30 1947 the house committee on un
american activities concluded the first round of hearings on the alleged communist infiltration of the motion
picture industry hollywood was ordered to clean its own house and ten witnesses who had refused to answer
questions about their membership in the screen writers guild and the communist party eventually received
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contempt citations by 1950 the hollywood ten as they quickly became known which included writers directors and
a producer were serving prison sentences ranging from six months to one year since that time the members of the
hollywood ten have been either dismissed as industry hacks or eulogized as cold war martyrs but never have they
been discussed in terms of their professions radical innocence a critical study of the hollywood ten is the first study
to focus on the work of the ten their short stories plays novels criticisms poems memoirs and of course their films
drawing on myriad sources including archival materials unpublished manuscripts black market scripts screenplay
drafts letters and personal interviews bernard f dick describes the ten s survival tactics during the blacklisting and
analyzes the contributions of these ten individuals not only to film but also to the arts radical innocence captures
the personality of each of the ten including the arrogant herbert j biberman the witty ring lardner jr the patriarchal
samuel ornitz the compassionate adrian scott and the feisty dalton trumbo
Tiffany Silver Flatware 1845-1905 2021-07-06 as well as play makers and poets playwrights of the early modern
period were known as play patchers because their texts were made from separate documents this book is the first
to consider all the papers created by authors and theatres by the time of the opening performance recovering
types of script not previously known to have existed with chapters on plot scenarios arguments playbills prologues
and epilogues songs staged scrolls backstage plots and parts it shows how textually distinct production was from
any single unified book and as performance documents were easily lost relegated or reused the story of a play s
patchy creation also becomes the story of its co authorship cuts revisions and additions using a large body of fresh
evidence documents of performance in early modern england brings a wholly new reading to printed and
manuscript playbooks of the shakespearean period redefining what a play and what a playwright actually is
Collecting Inspiration: Edward C. Moore at Tiffany & Co. 1966 a groundswell of interest has led to significant
advances in understanding and using culturally responsive arts education to promote social justice and education
this landmark volume provides a theoretical orientation to these endeavors examining a range of efforts across
different forms of art various educational settings and diverse contexts it foregrounds the assets of imagination
creativity resilience critique and cultural knowledge working against prevailing understandings of marginalized
groups as having deficits of knowledge skills or culture emphasizing the arts as a way to make something possible
it explores and illustrates the elements of social justice arts education as a way out of no way imposed by
dominance and ideology a set of powerful demonstrations shows how this work looks in action introductions to the
book as a whole and to each section focus on how to use the chapters pedagogically the conclusion pulls back the
chapters into theoretical and pedagogical context and suggests what needs done to be done practically empirically
and theoretically for the field to continue to develop
Film Quarterly 2011-08-02 screen writing is a unique literary form screenplays are like musical scores in that they
are intended to be interpreted on the basis of other artists performances rather than serving as finished products
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for the enjoyment of their readers they are written using technical jargon and tight spare prose to describe set
directions unlike a novella a script focuses on describing the literal visual aspects of the story rather than on its
characters internal thoughts in screen writing the aim is to evoke those thoughts and emotions through subtext
action and symbolism prominent hollywood script doctors include steve zaillian william goldman robert towne mort
nathan quentin tarantino etc while many up and coming screenwriters work as ghost writers this book is a modest
catalogue of some of the most prominent screenwriters listed from a to z the good are sometimes bad and they can
be even ugly many comments herein included were googled in deference to the multiplicity of information available
today yet they reflect exactly or almost what i thought an amazing thing today is how anonymous commentators on
the internet rival and even surpass the poor quality of professional media and specialised literature it all comes
down to watching the truth 24 times per second to quote jean luc godard s phrase not to mention that such truth
may include sex scenes violence pedophilia etc we know that a literary masterpiece like henry james portrait of a
lady became a film of very poor quality as scripted by laura jones we know conversely that a mediocre writer like
mickey spillane inspired at least one film as remarkable as kiss me deadly thanks to a i bezzerides script asa
former screenwriter mr correa must avow that he found the job most gratifying writing that looks effortless is often
hellish to write and revise it was something he did have to slog through but it proved particularly pleasing editing
discussing finishing your work is particularly gratifying identifying your flaws and working to mitigate them is also
gratifying it is a general perception that creative careers are more interesting and fun than others but the privilege
of earning money through imagination and creativity is effectively hard won please comment at will please
disagree at will be facetious in your remarks but please be neither vicious nor mean spirited
5001 Nights at the Movies 1968 john frankenheimer s career as a professional director began and ended in
television in the mid 1950s he won acclaim working on live productions for anthology series like playhouse 90 and
from the mid 1990s until his death in 2002 he helmed a string of emmy winning features for cable tv including the
burning season 1994 and andersonville 1996 despite these successes frankenheimer s reputation rests primarily
upon the nearly thirty feature films he directed which range from bona fide classics like birdman of alcatraz 1962
and the manchurian candidate 1962 to such lesser achievements as prophecy 1979 and dead bang 1989
unfortunately for frankenheimer the discrepancy between his best films and his worst led many critics during his
lifetime to dismiss him as someone whose talent dissipated in the late 1960s in the decade since his death however
several critics have emerged who reject the assertion that the quality of frankenheimer s output faded after an
impressive start in john frankenheimer interviews essays and profiles stephen b armstrong has collected the most
interesting and insightful articles and features published on this underrated director while question and answer
exchanges make up the bulk of the items featured here also included are journalistic profiles of the director at
work and essays frankenheimer himself wrote for magazine audiences in addition readers will find a series of
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interviews of people who worked with frankenheimer including actors roy scheider tim reid and the director s wife
of 40 years evans frankenheimer in this volume the director and others look back on a career that included such
films as seven days in may the train grand prix the iceman cometh black sunday and ronin the first collection of its
kind john frankenheimer interviews essays and profiles enables those who value the director s work to develop a
better understanding of the man through his own words and the words of others
Library of Congress Catalog: Motion Pictures and Filmstrips 2013-11-08 a compilation of current biographical
information of general interest
Peg Entwistle and the Hollywood Sign Suicide 2021-08-24 無邪気なところがあるかと思えば 経験豊富な一面を覗かせる 洗練された大人の女性かと思えば 妙に気取
りのない子供っぽいところもある そんな不思議な魅力をもつ女性 それがこの作品の主人公ホリー ゴライトリー 彼女のマンハッタンのアパートには男たちが列をなし 大金持ちやマフィアとの付き合いもある そんな生
活に満足しているように見えるホリーだが 彼女は人生のゴールを見失うことはない そう 自分自身の居場所を見つけること ティファニーの店で朝食をとるのにも似た ある種の平穏にたどり着くまでは 彼女の 旅 は
いつまでも終わることはないのだ 表題作のほか house of flowers a diamond guitar a christmas memoryを収録
Radical Innocence 2009-09-17 theatre in america has had a rich history from the first performance of the lewis
hallam troupe in september 1752 to the lively shows of modern broadway over the past few centuries significant
works by american playwrights have been produced including abie s irish rose long day s journey into night a
streetcar named desire death of a salesman a raisin in the sun fences and angels in america in 100 greatest
american plays thomas s hischak provides an engaging discussion of the best stage productions to come out of the
united states each play is discussed in the context of its original presentation as well as its legacy arranged
alphabetically the entries for these plays include plot details production history biography of the playwright
literary aspects of the drama critical reaction to the play major awards the play s influence cast lists of notable
stage and film versions the plays have been selected not for their popularity but for their importance to american
theatre and include works by edward albee harvey fierstein lorraine hansberry lillian hellman tony kushner david
mamet arthur miller eugene o neill sam shepard neil simon gore vidal wendy wasserstein thornton wilder
tennessee williams and august wilson this informative volume also includes complete lists of pulitzer prize winners
for drama the new york drama critics circle award for american plays and the tony award for best play providing
critical information about the most important works produced since the eighteenth century 100 greatest american
plays will appeal to anyone interested in the cultural history of theatre
Documents of Performance in Early Modern England 1991 it s 5 00 a m on fifth avenue and 16 year old gemma
beasley is standing in front of tiffany co wearing the perfect black dress with her coffee in hand just like holly
golightly as the cofounder of a successful tumblr blog oh yeah audrey devoted to all things audrey hepburn gemma
has traveled to new york in order to meet up with her fellow bloggers for the first time she has meticulously
planned out a 24 hour adventure in homage to breakfast at tiffany s however her plans are derailed when a
glamorous boy sweeps in and offers her the new york experience she s always dreamed of gemma soon learns who
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her true friends are and that sometimes no matter where you go you just end up finding yourself
The Hollywood Reporter 2013-08-21
Culturally Relevant Arts Education for Social Justice 2016-07-13
Screenwriters 1981
The Art of Louis Comfort Tiffany 2013
John Frankenheimer 1956
The Arts of the Tiffanys 1994
The New York Times Biographical Service 2006-03
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Alphabet Thesaurus 2001-09-25
ティファニーで朝食を 1903
The Inland Printer 2017-03-06
100 Greatest American Plays 2014-10-14
Oh Yeah, Audrey! 1965
Radio Times 2008-09
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